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Background: The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) gene family, a vital

immune gene family in vertebrates, helps animals defend against pathogens.

The polymorphism of MHC genes is important for a species and is considered

to be caused by the numerous alleles of MHC antigen-presenting genes.

However, the mechanism of this process is unclear due to the lack of data

on the MHC structure. The evolutionary trajectories of the tetrapod MHC are

also unclear because of insufficient studies on the reptile MHC architecture.

Here, we studied the Chinese alligator (Alligator sinensis), which experienced

a population bottleneck, but the population increased rapidly in the past

30 years and is proposed to have a unique MHC system to face pathogenic

challenges.

Results: We successfully constructed a 2 Mb MHC region using bacterial

artificial chromosome (BAC) library and genome data of the Chinese alligator

and checked the antigen-presenting genes using transcriptome data and the

rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) technique. The MHC architecture

reported here uncovers adjacent Class I and Class II subregions and a unique

CD1 subregion. This newly added information suggested that the Class I-II

structure pattern was more ancient in tetrapods and helped reconstruct the

evolution of the MHC region architecture. We also found multiple groups of

MHC class I (MHC-I) (12 duplicated loci, belonging to three groups, two of
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which were novel) and MHC class II (MHC-II) (11 duplicated loci, belonging

to two groups) inside the 2 Mb MHC region, and there were three more

duplicated MHC-I loci outside it. These highly duplicated antigen-presenting

loci had differences in expression, amino acid length of antigen-presenting

exons, and splice signal of exon and intron, which together promoted the

polymorphism of duplicated genes. Although the MHC antigen-presenting

genes were identified as monomorphic or oligomorphic in our previous

population study, the loci with high copy numbers and many differences can

make up for this loss, presenting another mechanism for polymorphism in

antigen presentation. These MHC-I and MHC-IIB loci with low polymorphism

for each locus, but high numbers in all, may also contribute to MHC antigen-

presenting binding variability in a population.

Conclusion: To summarize, the fine MHC region architecture of reptiles

presented in this study completes the evolutionary trajectories of the MHC

structure in tetrapods, and these distinctive MHC gene groups in the

Chinese alligator may have helped this species to expand rapidly in the

past recent years.

KEYWORDS

MHCarchitecture, Chinese alligator, evolution of tetrapodMHC,MHCpolymorphism,
MHC evolution

Introduction

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes are
a critical component of the adaptive immune system and are
considered to respond to pathogens by encoding polymorphic
antigen-presenting proteins. Two types of antigen-presenting
genes related to T-cells play vital roles in innate and adaptive
immunity. MHC class I (MHC-I) genes mainly present
endogenous peptides to CD8+ T-cells, and MHC class II (MHC-
II) genes, composed of IIA and IIB, present peptides derived
from extracellular pathogens to CD4+ T helper cells (Pishesha
et al., 2022). MHC-related antigen-processing genes (Taps,
Psmbs) are also present in this gene cluster (Belov et al., 2006;
Zhou et al., 2021). The MHC gene family is one of the most
studied gene regions in vertebrates; it is found in cartilaginous
fish, bony fish, and tetrapods (Flajnik, 2018). Unlike unlinked
Class I and Class II genes in bony fish (Sato et al., 2000),
MHC genes are located in one contiguous region in most jawed
vertebrates, including cartilaginous fish (Ohta et al., 2000) and
tetrapods. However, the gene organization and size are dynamic
and different among different lineages.

Except in fish, there are mainly two patterns of MHC
architecture in studied jawed vertebrates. Firstly, as the best-
illustrated MHC region, the MHC regions of humans and mice
consist of syntenic clusters of Class I, Class II, and Class III
regions (Shiina et al., 2017). This Class I-III-II structure is
conserved among the eutherian group but with slight changes.
For example, in the Class II region, ruminants have DI/DY

genes instead of DP genes (Andersson et al., 1988), the felines
have expanded DR genes, but no DQ genes (Yuhki et al., 2003),
and pinnipeds do not have DP genes (de Sá et al., 2019); in
the Class I region, the numbers of putatively functional MHC-
I genes were different in the extended Class I region and κ and
β duplication blocks (sub-region of Class I region) in different
mammal groups (Abduriyim et al., 2019).

Another pattern of the MHC region had adjacent Class I
and Class II regions, with no intervening Class III region. It was
reported in monotremes [platypus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus
(Zhou et al., 2021)] and marsupials [tammar wallaby, Macropus
eugenii (Siddle et al., 2011); Tasmanian devil, Sarcophilus
harrisii, (Cheng et al., 2012); gray short-tailed opossum,
Monodelphis domestica (Belov et al., 2006)]. The MHC of birds
also has a linked Class I and Class II region, e.g., the MHC of
chicken is well-known as “minimal and essential,” with no more
than 100 kb (Kaufman et al., 1999); this compact and simple
structure was also confirmed in our previous study on golden
pheasant (Chrysolophus pictus) (Ye et al., 2012) and in other
Galliformes (Hosomichi et al., 2006; He et al., 2021). However,
the fewer, smaller, and more densely packed MHC pattern in
chickens (compared with other groups) is not typical for birds.
Based on third-generation sequencing (TGS, e.g., PacBio SMRT
Sequencing and Oxford Nanopore Technologies) genome data,
we found the vastly different copy numbers of MHC-I and
MHC-II genes in birds (He et al., 2020) and discovered that
the MHC organization varies greatly, both in length and gene
arrangement (He et al., 2021). The ancient MHC architecture in
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birds was predicted to have tightly linked Class I and Class II
regions and to differ from the eutherian MHC in size and the
orientation of its three MHC regions (He et al., 2021).

To date, it is unclear whether the Class I-III-II structure
in eutherians or the linked Class I-II in marsupials and birds
is the original MHC pattern. Furthermore, the mechanism
for the organization of these distinct MHC regions remains
unknown. Kaufman (2018) revealed that the typical mammalian
MHC (Class I-III-II pattern) could arise from the ancestral
organization of non-mammalian vertebrates (Class I-II pattern,
with Class III region not far away) by an inversion; however,
the key part lacks strong supporting evidence. This is mainly
because the MHC region architecture is not deeply understood
in non-mammalian tetrapods, except birds. Amphibians occupy
a basal phylogenetic position among tetrapods. The MHC
region of the western clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) has
tightly linked MHC-I and MHC-II genes in L chromosomes;
however, because of the allotetraploid origin of X. laevis, there
also exists notable gene loss on the S subgenome (Session
et al., 2016). The MHC region of urodele species (axolotl,
Ambystoma mexicanum) has a conserved arrangement syntenic
with humans (Schloissnig et al., 2021), whereas an analysis
of axolotl mostly included showed framework genes. The
MHC architecture in tetrapods still needs further resolving;
furthermore, it is unclear whether the hypothetical ancient bird’s
MHC is still applicable in its sister group, Crocodylia.

Knowledge of the complete MHC architecture in all tetrapod
lineages can help us answer the above mentioned questions. To
our knowledge, research on non-avian reptiles’ MHC regions
has been conducted on saltwater crocodile (Crocodylus porosus)
(Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a), tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus)
(Miller et al., 2015), Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis)
(Reed and Settlage, 2021), and two anoles (Anolis carolinensis
and Anolis sagrei) (Card et al., 2022). However, these studies
have not sufficiently explored the genomic organization of
reptiles. A bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) study of
saltwater crocodile (in Crocodylia clade) revealed that MHC-
I and MHC-II genes were present in separate scaffold regions
and that MHC-I genes were located along with Tap and Trim39
genes (Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a). In tuatara (in Rhynchocephalia
clade), seven MHC-I and 11 MHC-IIB genes were found
through BAC screening, and the cytogenetic location of these
genes indicated duplication and translocation of MHC genes
outside the core region (Miller et al., 2015). Based on genome
data, multiple Class Iα and Class IIβ genes were observed
in Komodo dragon (in the Squamata clade), but most were
alone, without any other linked genes (Reed and Settlage, 2021).
The latest reported core MHC genomic region in two Anolis
lizards (in the Squamata clade) provided the first detailed
characterization of reptiles’ MHC, with a single core MHC
region (Card et al., 2022). Although some TGS-based genomes
of reptiles have been published, the complex MHC region
cannot be easily illustrated, e.g., 56 MHC genes spanning 13

scaffolds were identified in tuatara’s genome (Gemmell et al.,
2020), and the detail MHC gene maps of Anolis were obtained
using two independent datasets and approaches (BAC screening
and sequencing and BLAST-derived inference of homology
from genome) (Card et al., 2022). This limited and fragmented
information on Crocodylia clade’s MHC region thus far does
not allow the comparison of gene gain and loss and gene
rearrangement in this lineage.

Here, we focused on the Chinese alligator, which belongs
to Crocodylia. This species experienced a severe population
bottleneck about 30 years ago, but its population has recovered
to more than 20,000 individuals in recent years, starting with
219 founder alligators (7 in Changxing Yinjiabian Chinese
Alligator Nature Reserve and 212 in Anhui Research Center
for Chinese Alligator Reproduction) (Zhai et al., 2017). In our
previous study, the BAC library was constructed (He et al.,
2012), the genome was sequenced (Wan et al., 2013), and the
differential mRNA expression of several tissues of the Chinese
alligator was investigated (Lin et al., 2018) to understand the
immune system and genetic basis of sex determination and long-
diving behavior. Furthermore, MHC genes were investigated to
study MHC-associated mate choice in Chinese alligators (Han
et al., 2019). Together, all these studies make it possible to
tackle the unanswered questions about the MHC architecture in
Crocodylia.

As a species that experienced a population bottleneck, the
Chinese alligator is expected to have a limited degree of genetic
polymorphism in the population, which is not beneficial to the
rapid growth of the population. The genetic and phenotypic
variation is key to successful establishment (Forsman, 2014), and
more variable populations are less vulnerable to environmental
changes, compared with less variable populations or species
(Forsman and Wennersten, 2016). In this study, we aimed
to explore whether there are any compensation mechanisms
for the lack of genetic diversity in the immune system,
which is critical for species protection and population growth.
Specifically, we aimed (1) to illustrate the MHC architecture
in Chinese alligator based on BAC contigs and identify the
groupings and phylogenetic relationships of antigen-presenting
genes, (2) to infer major evolutionary trajectories of the MHC
architecture in tetrapods, and (3) to explore the potential
mechanisms for antigen-presenting polymorphism in this
bottleneck population.

Materials and methods

Major histocompatibility complex draft
architecture prediction using genome
data

We searched the antigen-presenting genes (MHC-I, MHC-
IIA, and MHC-IIB) in the gff file of the previously published
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genome of Chinese alligator (GCA_000455745.1) using “class
I histocompatibility” and “class II histocompatibility” as
keywords, and extracted the complete gene annotation to
explore the arrangement of antigen-presenting genes and MHC-
located genes (genes in MHC region, but not antigen-presenting
and antigen processing genes, Step 1.1 in Figure 1). Scaffold
1303 was used as the draft of the Chinese alligator’s MHC
core region (details in Supplementary file 1). Observations
suggested a tight linkage of MHC-IIA-IIB-BRD2-DMA-DMB
and that Psmbs were close to MHC-I genes. However,
the incompletely sequenced Scaffold 1303, with 82 Ns-
regions (details in Supplementary file 1), was insufficient for
understanding the fine MHC architecture of this species, and the
gene prediction was not precise due to the multiple duplications
of antigen-presenting genes. Thus, more detailed sequence
information and more accurate predictions are required.

Screening of bacterial artificial
chromosomes and construction of the
major histocompatibility complex
contig

Based on information from Scaffold 1303, we screened BACs
containing both MHC-IIA and MHC-IIB (Step 1.2 in Figure 1).
Primers were designed according to one predicted MHC-IIA

(exon 2), ten predicted MHC-IIB (exon 3), and 16 predicted
MHC-I (exon 3) sequences of the genome (Supplementary
Table 1). The 16 predicted MHC-I sequences from the genome
showed various differences (sequences similarity 36–89%), so
three pairs of primers were designed to target this region. BAC
screening was conducted as described in our previous study (He
et al., 2012), and the process of BAC screening and information
about the contigs are detailed in Supplementary files 2–4.

Gene annotations in the Alligator
sinensis-bacterial artificial
chromosome-major histocompatibility
complex contig

After constructing the Alligator sinensis (Alsi)-BAC-MHC
contig, gene structure annotation was performed (Step 2.1 in
Figure 1) based on two aspects. According to one aspect,
antigen-presenting genes are highly polymorphic, with multiple
gene duplications, so we adopted three ways to locate these
homologies in our Alsi-BAC-MHC contig. First, after using
the RepeatMasker program1, GeneScan (Burge and Karlin,
1997) was used to predict the coding sequence (CDS). Second,
to ignore results across duplicated gene copies, we extracted

1 http://repeatmasker.org

FIGURE 1

Key steps in this study.
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regions 5 kb upstream and downstream of the PCR-positive site
for analyses. Some exons of antigen-presenting genes were no
longer than 100 bp, so exon 2–exon 4 was mainly used. Rapid
amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) was also employed using
the universal primers in groups to check gene expression and
to explore if the genes are novel. Third, the results based on
the predictions from the first two steps were manually adjusted
using Geneious Prime v.2022.1.1 (Biomatters Ltd., Auckland,
New Zealand).

Based on the other aspect, we used GeneScan to predict
and compare other genes (including antigen processing genes
and MHC-located genes) with homologous genes to determine
the gene location. The results were plotted using gggenes,2 an
extension of ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), in R 3.5.2 (R Core Team,
2018) (Step 2.1 in Figure 1).

Comparison of the major
histocompatibility complex region
among reptiles and in tetrapods

The Alsi-BAC-MHC contig presented in this study is
the first detailed MHC architecture of reptiles. We took the
published MHC gene arrangement of three other reptiles to
compare if the gene arrangement is conserved among all reptiles
(Step 3.1 in Figure 1). The references used were saltwater
crocodile (Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a), tuatara (Miller et al., 2015),
Komodo Dragon (Reed and Settlage, 2021), and green anole
(Card et al., 2022). We used the tree constructed using VertLife3

(Tonini et al., 2016) to describe the phylogenetic distribution
of these four species. BAC was considered the best and precise
method to study gene arrangement. To analyze whether there
is a mismatch or annotation mistake in the MHC region, we
compared the gene annotation of this region from second-
generation sequencing (SGS) (Illumina short read sequencing,
GCA_000455745.1) and TGS [which was available during our
organizing this article, (Yang et al., 2022)] with our Alsi-BAC-
MHC contig (Step 3.2 in Figure 1).

We also compared the representative MHC architecture
from other tetrapod lineages to remodel the evolutionary
trajectories of the MHC structure tetrapods (Step 4 in
Figure 1). For this purpose, we selected the African
clawed frog (X. laevis, representing the amphibian species,
GCA_000004195.4 chromosome 8 containing the MHC core
and extended subregions), chicken (as bird group, chromosome
16, the classical MHC region), gray short-tailed opossum
[M. domestica, as marsupial group, BAC study (Belov et al.,
2006)], and human (as eutherian group, chromosome 6, MHC
Class I-III-II regions). Collinearity analyses were conducted

2 https://github.com/wilkox/gggenes

3 http://vertlife.org/data/squamates/

using TBtools (Chen et al., 2020). Furthermore, we analyzed the
evolutionary events by region (MHC-I related region, MHC-II
related region, and some unique regions) using Rxrb-Col11A2
and C4-Cyp21-CenpA-TNXB as flanking markers, aiming to
understand the story of MHC evolution in tetrapods more
clearly.

Investigation of gene expression and
phylogenetic relationship of major
histocompatibility complex
antigen-presenting genes and CD1
genes

The polymorphism and evolution of MHC sequences were
analyzed in several ways. First, to classify the classical and non-
classical genes, we evaluated the expression pattern of MHC-I,
MHC-IIB, and CD1 genes using our previously published RNA-
seq data (NCBI BioProjects: PRJNA556093), which were based
on 12 tissues (thyroid, testicle, spleen, small intestine, ovary,
lung, liver, kidney, hypothalamus, heart, brain, and adipose) of
eight Chinese alligators (Step 5.1 in Figure 1). Most of the tissues
had four replicates, except hypothalamus and thyroid (n = 2).
We quantified the expression of each gene using Salmon v1.8.0
(Patro et al., 2017). The expression level of each MHC gene was
normalized by calculating the number of transcripts mapped to
the mRNA per million transcripts (TPM).

Second, after confirming the presence of multiple copies
of MHC-I, MHC-IIB, and CD1 genes in the Alsi-BAC-MHC
contig, it was necessary to analyze the evolutionary history of
these duplicated genes. All alignments were performed using
Geneious (Step 5.2 in Figure 1). The MrBayes software was used
to establish the phylogenetic relationships of MHC-I, MHC-
IIB, and CD1 genes using reference sequences from the NCBI
database (Step 5.3 in Figure 1, species and Genbank ID are listed
in Supplementary Table 2).

Finally, considering the extensive number of characters
suggested by multiple loci, we proposed a hypothesis about how
this extinct population faces threats from pathogens (Step 6 in
Figure 1).

Results

Construction and gene identification
of the 2 Mb Alligator sinensis-bacterial
artificial chromosome-major
histocompatibility complex contig

After sequencing, we constructed a BAC-based contig of
the Chinese alligator’s MHC region, involving 19 BACs and
three scaffolds of genome data (results of Step 1.1 in Figure 1,
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detail results in Supplementary file 3, Supplementary Figure 1,
Supplementary Tables 3, 4). These BACs and selected scaffolds
were approximately 2 Mb (2,089,021 bp, Supplementary
Figure 1) in size, and we labeled it as the core MHC region
of the Chinese alligator. Currently, this contig is the largest
and most well illustrated MHC-BAC-based contig sequenced in
crocodylia.

Subsequently, we performed gene prediction of the 2 Mb
contig. In the core MHC region, 101 genes were identified,
comprising 12 copies of MHC-I genes, 11 copies of MHC-
IIB genes, five antigen-processing genes, and 68 other adjacent
genes and pseudogenes (Figure 2). All the functional antigen-
presenting genes (referred to as MHC genes) were distributed
in two relatively concentrated regions, from Alsi-I1 to Alsi-I11
and Alsi-IIA to Alsi-IIB11, except for Alsi-I12 and Alsi-IIB1.
Notably, there were five duplications of CD1 genes, which
belong to innate immunity, located upstream of the MHC-I
enriched region. This contig also included genes present closely
next to MHC antigen-presenting genes studied in chicken and
frog (defined as MHC-located genes), e.g., DMA, DMB, and
BRD2, and genes in flanking regions (defined as MHC-landmark
genes), e.g., RXRB, COL11A2, TNXB, and C4.

Comparison of major
histocompatibility complex
architecture in reptiles

The Alsi-MHC-BAC region revealed the complete and
delicate MHC architecture in reptiles. In most previously
published studies on reptiles, the target BACs or contigs usually
had single or duplicated MHC antigen genes. Some gene
linkages reported in other reptiles were verified in our study, e.g.,
MHC-I with Tap2, Trim with MHC-I, and MHC-I with MHC-II

in saltwater crocodile; MHC-I with Mr1 and Tap2 with Psmbs
and Tnxb-Cyp21-Cenpa-C4 in the related region in Komodo
dragon; MHC-I with MHC-II in tuatara and Anolis (Figure 3A).
However, in the Chinese alligator’s MHC core region, we did not
find framework genes that are present in the other reptiles, e.g.,
ABCB9 in the MHC-I region (Komodo dragon) and GUK1 in
MHC-I genes (tuatara).

When comparing the Alsi-MHC-BAC region with the other
sources of MHC data, Alis-SGS genome and Alis-TGS genome,
it is still suggested that BAC is the most effective and accurate
method to deal with the MHC gene family (Table 1). The MHC
region found in the SGS-based genome (SGS-MHC region) was
significantly more fragmented than the Alsi-BAC-MHC region,
with MHC-I and MHC-IIB genes in separate scaffolds. Only
nine genes upstream of the Class I subregion and three genes in
the Class II subregion in SGS based-MHC were consistent with
those in the Alsi-BAC-MHC region. This situation was better
in the MHC region found in the TGS-based genome (TGS-
MHC region). The TGS-MHC region had a closely linked Class
I subregion and Class II subregion, consistent with the Alsi-
BAC-MHC region, and had gene consistency with three of five
and 22 of 23 genes in the left (Extend Class II subregion) and
right boundary regions (Class III subregion) of the Alsi-BAC-
MHC region, respectively. The notable difference was mainly
in the copy numbers of the antigen-presenting genes (Alsi-TGS
vs. Alsi-BAC-MHC, MHC-I: 2 vs. 12, and MHC-IIB: 14 vs. 11).
Although the copy numbers were different, the gene location
was conserved, including one MHC-IIB gene in the Class I
subregion and one MHC-I gene next to the right boundary
of the Class II subregion. The three more MHC-IIB genes in
the Alis-TGS genome might be pseudogenes with partial CDS,
and the MHC-I genes in the Class I subregion were considered
MR1 genes in the Alsi-TGS genome. MR1 is considered a non-
classical MHC Class I molecule. The expression data and RACE

FIGURE 2

Gene arrangement in 2M BACs MHC region in Chinese alligator.
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FIGURE 3

(A) Gene arrangement in the Chinese alligator and other published MHC regions of reptiles. In Sphenodon punctatus, wavy lines suggest
existence on the same chromosome but with uncertain distance. Molecular distances between genes and subregions are not reflected on the
map. (B) The comparison of gene annotation in the SGS-based genome, gene prediction in Alsi-BAC-MHC region, and gene annotation in
TGS-based genome. The genes having a conserved location with the Alsi-BAC-MHC region (except MHC-I and MHC-II genes) are marked with
stars.

results suggested that most of the predicted MHC-I (9 of 12)
genes in Alsi-BAC-MHC were expressed in all tissues, so we
considered them as MHC-I genes. Above all, the numbers based
on BAC, RACE, and manual checking are more reliable.

Remodeling the evolutionary
trajectories of the major
histocompatibility complex structure in
tetrapods

With the fine elaboration of MHC architecture in reptiles,
we further compared the evolution of the MHC architecture in
tetrapods. First, we redefined the MHC core region based on
the collinearity analysis between amphibians, reptiles, birds, and
mammals (Supplementary Figure 2). Two linked gene clusters

(Rxrb-Col11a2 and C4-Cyp21-Cenpa-Tnxb) were taken as the
flanking markers at both ends. In all studied species, C4, Cyp21,
Cenpa, and Tnxb were conserved and were adjacent to the MHC
core region (considered as the MHC-II region in mammals).
At the other end, Rxrb and Col11A2 were considered as the
boundary of the MHC core region, which was proved in African
clawed frogs, Chinese alligators, gray short-tailed opossums,
and humans, but not in chickens (Figure 4). Then, the MHC
core region of four species, except humans, was all divided into
Class I subregion (with MHC-I and antigen-processing genes)
and Class II subregion (with MHC-II genes and some MHC-
located genes, e.g., BRD2). This delimited MHC core region
had adjacent Class I and II subregions. This suggested that
the proximity of Class I and Class II subregions existed in the
tetrapod ancestor (Figure 4).
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TABLE 1 Comparison of MHC region from three sources.

Alsi-BACs-MHC
region

TGS-MHC
region

SGS-MHC
region

Copy number of MHC-I 12 2 8

Copy number of
MHC-IIB

11 14 4

Linked Class I and Class
II subregions

Yes Yes Partial

Collinear gene number
upstream of Class I
subregion

– 9 9

Collinear gene number
in Class I subregion

– 26 –

Collinear gene number
in Class II subregion

– 5 2

Collinear gene number
downstream of Class II
subregion

– 3 3

The arrangement of Class I and Class II subregions was
also variable in the MHC core region. The locations of Class I
and Class II regions in the five species were distinct (Figure 4).
To distinguish the MHC regions from different species, we
prefixed them with the corresponding species names. The Xela-
Class II region was next to Rxrb-Col11A2 in African clawed
frog, but the Alsi-Class II subregion was next to C4-Cyp21-
Cenpa-Tnxb in Chinese alligator. Based on the information
from the other species (especially chicken), we conjectured
that the Alsi-Class I and Alsi-Class II subregions inverted as a
whole in Chinese alligators. This hypothesis is further supported
by the Alsi-MHC-I genes between the Alsi-Class II subregion

and C4-Cyp21-Cenpa-Tnxb and the Alsi-MHC-IIB genes at the
beginning of the Alsi-Class I subregion. Moreover, it strongly
supported that Taps and Psmbs genes are located along with
MHC-I genes in the Class I subregion and the BRD2 gene is
located along with MHC-II genes in the Class II subregion.

Within Class I and Class II subregions, gene deletion,
duplication, and translocation has also occurred. The close
linkage of BRD2 with MHC-II was consistent in all species.
However, Psmb was missing from the Gaga-Class I subregion
in chickens and the MHC-I genes translocated to another
subregion (homo-Class I region) in humans, leaving only
antigen processing genes (Psbms and Taps) among the two
homo-Class II regions. In the Class II region, all species had
linked IIA and IIB, in pairs or otherwise, except chicken, in
which IIA translocated 5.6 cM away (Salomonsen et al., 2003).
However, some birds still have IIA-IIB dryads in the Class II
subregion (He et al., 2021). In mammals (both marsupial and
eutherian), the Class II subregion was divided into two by the
Class I subregion or Class I antigen processing genes. It is
speculated that this inversion of the Class II subregion and part
of the Class I subregion occurred in the ancestor of mammals.

Some order-specific characters were also observed in the
MHC core region (Figure 4). A unique CD1 region was
inserted between Rxrb-Col11A2 and MHC antigen genes in
Chinese alligators. However, no homologous CD1 genes were
found in African clawed frogs, chickens, gray short-tailed
opossums, humans, and green anole, suggesting that it might be
a specific character of Chinese alligators or this group. Chicken
is also considered to have two specific subregions (at least in
Galliformes): BG and Blec. Blec genes are also closely linked to
the innate immune function of birds.

FIGURE 4

Model of tetrapod MHC evolution. To distinguish the Homo-Class I subregion (with MHC-I genes) and the original location of
antigen-processing genes, we labeled them with dark green (with MHC-I inside) and light green (the sub-region with antigen-processing genes).
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Identification, expression, and variation
analysis of the antigen-presenting
genes

Alligator sinensis-major histocompatibility
complex-I genes

The 15 true MHC-I genes (12 in the 2 Mb contig, with five
pseudogenes, Table 2 and Supplementary file 5) diversified in
expression patterns and amino acid similarities. First, according
to the expression data, these 15 true MHC-I genes were classified
as “classical” (expressed in all tissues) and “non-classical”
(with low expression in some tissues; Figure 5A). Four non-
classical MHC-I genes were determined, including three in
the 2 Mb BAC-based contig (Alsi-I3, Alsi-I9, and Alsi-I10)
and one (Alsi-I14) in an unlinked BAC. These 15 sequences
formed three groups (I0, I1, and I2) in the phylogenetic analysis
(Figure 3A, marked with different colors, both with high
bootstrap support) and based on the characters of translated
amino acids (Supplementary Figure 3). The I0 group (blue
in Figure 5A) was the most abundant, including seven loci in
the 2 Mb contig and three separated ones. The I1 (pink in
Figure 3A) and I2 groups (green in Figure 3A) were found only

in the 2 Mb contig, with three and one copies, respectively. All
the groups expressed classical loci.

Analysis with other MHC-I sequences of reptiles revealed
the evolution of MHC-I genes in this order. Based on the main
part of sequences (exon 2–exon 4), there were three apparent
clades (clade 1: I1 and I2 groups from Chinese alligator, clade 2:
I0 group with sequences from Crocodilia and Sphenodontidae,
and clade 3: sequences from Squamata); all the bootstrap values
were higher than 0.90 (Figure 5B). The MHC-I genes were
gathered by groups rather than by species, and it was apparent
that the I1 and I2 groups were novel MHC-I groups, which were
detected for the first time, and all the published MHC-I data of
Crocodilia belonged to the I0 group. Focusing on the antigen-
presenting region (exon 2, Figure 5C; exon 3 showed similar
results, Supplementary Figure 4) suggested that the I1 and I2
groups were still distinct from I0 and other reported sequences.

Alligator sinensis-major histocompatibility
complex-IIB genes

Based on the transcriptome data, the 11 true genes (all in the
2 Mb contig, with 15 pseudogenes, Table 3 and Supplementary
file 5) were grouped as “classical” (N = 7) and “non-classical”
(N = 4) (Figure 6B). Highly similar MHC-IIB genes were

TABLE 2 The information about MHC-I genes in Chinese alligator.

Gene name Classification/
Group

Expression
data (Race)

Expression data
(transcriptome)

Detail information in the 2M contig

Direction Location Pseudogene
description

Alsi-I1 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 337315 325090

Alsi-I2 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 351903 361196

Alsi-Iψ Pseudogene – – – 394229 389272 Exon 2 (I0)

Alsi-I3 Non-classical, I0 – Expressed in some tissues Reverse 416946 406364

Alsi-Iψ Pseudogene – – – 501309 501046 Exon 2 (I0)

Alsi-I4 Classical, I0 – Expressed in all tissues Reverse 512293 508664

Alsi-I5 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 531758 524950

Alsi-I6 Classical, I1
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 578500 586155

Alsi-Iψ Pseudogene – – – 604137 610359 Exon 4 (I0)

Alsi-Iψ Pseudogene – – – 674248 673224 Exon 3 and 4 (I0)

Alsi-Iψ Pseudogene – – – 706810 706571 Exon 2 (I0)

Alsi-I7 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 713478 688655

Alsi-I8 Classical, I1
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 736782 727492

Alsi-I9 Non-classical, I1 Expressed in some tissues Reverse 844526 840433

Alsi-I10 Non-classical, I0 Expressed in some tissues Reverse 879591 868698

Alsi-I11 Classical, I1
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 916771 908036

Alsi-I12 Classical, I2
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 1607144 1604604

Alsi-Iψ-BAC32 Pseudogene – – Na BAC32 Exon 2–5 (I0)

Alsi-Iψ-BAC83 Pseudogene – – Na BAC83 Exon 3 and 4 (I0)

Alsi-I13 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Na No BAC

Alsi-I14 Non-classical, I0
√

Expressed in some tissues Na 1050F1

Alsi-I15 Classical, I0
√

Expressed in all tissues Na No BAC

aThis gene is not in the 2M contig.
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FIGURE 5

Phylogenetic evolution of MHC-I genes in (A) Chinese Alligator, (B) in reptiles using the main CDS (exon 2 to exon 4), and (C) in reptiles using
the antigen-presenting exon 2. The expression data in panel (A) were calculated using the log10 of TPM values, and all the values under one
were treated as zero. The genes extracted in our study are labeled with blue names in panels (B,C). Stars on phylogenetic trees suggest
bootstrap values >0.7, and some vital bootstrap values less than 0.7 are also listed with numbers. All the corresponding sequences are listed in
Supplementary Table 2. Gaga, Gallus gallus; Xela, Xenopus laevis; Amcr, Amblyrhynchus cristatus; Sppu, Sphenodon punctatus; Crpo,
Crocodylus porosus; Amam, Ameiva ameiva; Cosu, Conolophus subcristatus; Ctde, Ctenophorus decresii; Igig, Iguana iguana; Tiru, Tiliqua
rugosa.

observed, e.g., Alsi-IIB7 and Alsi-IIB10 (identical CDS, 100%
similarity, but in different non-overlapping BACs) and Alsi-
IIB4 and Alsi-IIB9 (99% similarity, also in different BACs). The
amino acid similarity was higher than 80% in the seven classical
MHC-IIB genes, but it was 58–75% with non-classical genes
(Supplementary Figure 5). However, the 11 expressed MHC-
IIB genes maintained diversity in several aspects. First, nearly
half of the genes (5 of 11) differed in the length of exon 2, with
one amino acid deletion (Alsi-IIB1), one amino acid insertion
(Alsi-IIB3), and two amino acid deletions (Alsi-IIB6, Alsi-IIB7,
and Alsi-IIB10) (Figure 6A). Secondly, the splice site of exon 2
and 3 was diversified. Compared with the conserved “GU-AG”
intron splice signal, we found four genes with “CA-TC” signals,
and Alsi-IIB10 had some other signals as well (“CG-CC” and
“CT-TC”) (Figure 6A).

The difference between classical MHC-IIB genes and
non-classical ones was also confirmed by the phylogenetic
relationship (Figure 6B). The 11 expressed MHC IIB genes
formed two well-supported clades using the whole CDS, and
one clade included three non-classical genes (red in Figure 6B).
When compared with other reptiles’ data, all the available MHC-
IIB sequences of Crocodilia form a single clade, with two
subclades (represented by two in Figure 6C, in blue clade).
One clade in Crocodilia included non-classical loci, and the
other had classical loci in this study and other sequences from
previous studies. The significantly isolated clades of Squamata

and Sphenodontidae suggested that non-classical MHC-IIB
genes emerged after the split of Crocodilia and other reptiles.
We also used the antigen-presenting region (exon 2) to study
how it evolved under pathogen pressure. The phylogenetic tree
showed that trans-species polymorphism (Figure 6D) might be
the primary mechanism for maintaining polymorphism.

Alligator sinensis-CD1.1 genes
CD1 genes are considered the third family of antigen-

presenting molecules. In the 2 Mb contig, we found five
CD1 genes in proximity with each other, located upstream
of the MHC-I region (Figure 2, Table 4). According to the
phylogenetic analysis, three of five CD1 genes were defined
as the CD1.1 group, and two others as the CD1.2 group
(Figure 7). The duplicated CD1.1 and CD1.2 genes suggested
a gene duplication event might have formed them. Based on
the transcriptome data, one CD1.1 gene was found to be lowly
expressed (Alsi-CD1.1-1).

The CD1 gene was assumed to have three groups in reptiles
(Yang et al., 2015); however, only two groups were observed in
our 2 Mb contig. The third group (Alsi-CD1.3, defined by Yang
et al., 2015) was gathered with the CD1.2 clade in our phylogenic
tree (85.91% bootstraps, Figure 7) and expressed in only some
tissues. However, we found no other homologous genes in the
2 Mb contig. Based on our previous genome data, this special
gene might have resulted from the transposition of Alsi-CD1.1.
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TABLE 3 The information about MHC-IIB genes in Chinese alligator.

Gene name Classification Expression
data (race)

Expression data
(transcriptome)

Detail information in the 2M contig

Direction Location Pseudogene
description

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – Exon 2

Alsi-IIB1 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 450103 455594

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1006196 1060674 Exon 1, 2, 3, and 6

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1020077 1131030 Exon 1, 2, 3, and 6

Alsi-IIB2 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 1054242 1060483

Alsi-IIB3 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 1124771 1130839

Alsi-IIB4 Classical loci Unsure Expressed in all tissues Reverse 1172172 1179868

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1188993 1288108 Exon 1, 4, and 6

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1264167 1264167 Exon 3

Alsi-IIB5 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 1281609 1287917

Alsi-IIB6 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Forward 1335118 1340829

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1343965 1343965 Exon 1

Alsi-IIB7 Non-classical loci
√

Expressed in some tissues Forward 1358721 1364119

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1390797 1400117 Exon 1, 2, 3, and 4

Alsi-IIB8 Classical loci
√

Expressed in all tissues Reverse 1404141 1408531

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1440666 1445809 Exon 3 and 4

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1445809 1463281 Exon 3 frameshift

Alsi-IIB9 Non-classical loci
√

Expressed in some tissues Forward 1472153 1480704

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene – 1488213 1488213 Exon 1

Alsi-IIB10 Classical loci Unsure Expressed in all tissues Reverse 1454232 1517608

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1529382 1529382 Exon 4

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1534051 1534513 Exon 2 and 3

Alsi-IIB11 Non-classical loci
√

Expressed in some tissues Reverse 1556111 1559703

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1556660 1557139 Exon 2, and 3

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1566645 1568416 Exon 2, 3 and 4

Alsi-IIBψ Pseudogene 1578575 1580149 Exon 1, 2 and 3

Discussion

In this study, we systematically characterized the genomic
architecture, gene expression, gene grouping, and phylogeny of
the MHC genes in the Chinese alligator. The results provide
the first comprehensive physical map of MHC architecture
in crocodylia. We also found that Chinese alligator MHC
includes a continuous region with adjacent Alsi-Class I and
Alsi-Class II subregions and a unique CD1 subregion close
by. Based on this newly added information, we reconstructed
the evolutionary history of MHC in tetrapods and inferred
the evolutionary trajectories of this vital immune family. It
provided new evidence regarding chromosomal rearrangements
and translocation events that led to the diverse organization of
the tetrapod MHC.

The multiple copies of antigen-presenting genes were
clustered into several groups, some of which were described
for the first time. We believe that the pseudogenes might also
function in history, and they can provide a great repertoire for

this species. All these results suggested that Chinese alligator has
a robust immune system.

Smart experimental designs and
sufficient data to support complex
major histocompatibility complex
architecture resolution

To date, the architecture of the MHC has been revealed in
amphibians, birds, marsupials, and eutherians, but it is poorly
understood in reptiles. A few studies on reptile MHC have
reported polymorphisms at MHC-I or MHC-IIB genes using
high-throughput sequencing or Sanger sequencing (Nie et al.,
2013; Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014b,c) but did not examine the
arrangement of MHC genes on a chromosomal scale. Previous
studies in reptiles only revealed a few characteristics of MHC,
e.g., duplicated MHC-I and MHC-IIB genes [saltwater crocodile
(Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a), tuatara (Miller et al., 2015), Komodo
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FIGURE 6

The phylogenic evolution and expression of MHC-IIB genes in the Chinese alligator. (A) Amino acid sequences and exon/intron splice signals in
MHC-IIB exon 2. Deletions and insertions are marked with red and blue, respectively. Phylogenetic evolution of MHC-I genes in (B) Chinese
Alligator, (C) in reptiles using the whole CDS, and (D) in reptiles using the antigen-presenting exon 2. Explanatory notes are the same as in
Figure 5. Stars on phylogenetic trees suggest bootstrap values >0.7.

dragon (Reed and Settlage, 2021), and two anoles (Card et al.,
2022)], Tap2 with MHC-I (saltwater crocodile), and MHC-I
and MHC-II genes were not far away from each other (tuatara
and anoles). These findings were just part of the story. Here,
combining genome data and the BAC library, we completed
the missing information in this group. We found that (1) the
alligator’s whole MHC region was continuous, and its size
(approximately 2 Mb) was comparable to that of other tetrapods,
except birds; (2) the Alsi-Class I and Alsi-Class II subregions
were close together, the antigen-presenting genes (Taps and
Psmbs) were found in the Alsi-Class I subregion with MHC-
I genes, and the MHC-landmark genes (C4, Cenpa, and Tnxb)
were next to the Alsi-Class II subregion; (3) a unique CD1
subregion existed upstream of the MHC core region, next to the
Alsi-Class I subregion, which has been reported for the first time
in the MHC core region.

It is widely known that the difficulties of assembling the
MHC region are due to extensive variation in gene sequence
and haplotype composition of multigene families. Here, we
took a relatively conservative method to detect the antigen-
presenting genes in the BAC library and assemble the MHC
region. With the help of genome annotation (Wan et al., 2013),
we figured out this puzzle and renewed the BAC and alligator
MHC-I and MHC-IIB repertoires using the RACE sequences.
The results (adjacent genes, closely linked Class I and Class II
subregions and gene arrangement) were also supported by the
latest TGS-based genome of the Chinese alligator (Figure 6B;
Yang et al., 2022). Combined with transcriptome data, the

discrepant copy numbers of MHC-I and MHC-IIB genes were
more accurate in our results, which were based on BAC, RACE,
and manually checking. As MHC genes have numerous copies,
which means several gene paralogs with different degrees of
similarity, sequencing by BAC is still the best way to illustrate
the homologous genes with multiple copies. Although TGS can
cover more than 1 Mb, more detailed sequence information and
more accurate predictions are required.

Major evolutionary events during
major histocompatibility complex
evolution in tetrapod lineages

The MHC architecture revealed in crocodiles has refreshed
our understanding of MHC evolution. Firstly, as in birds
(Kaufman et al., 1999), marsupials (Zhou et al., 2021), and
amphibians (Ohta et al., 2006), adjacent Class I and Class II
subregions were also revealed in reptiles. This suggested that
proximity between Class I and Class II subregions existed in
the tetrapod ancestor (Figure 6A). This conclusion is further
supported by the ancient MHC model inferred in birds (He et al.,
2021) and the conserved MHC model studied in amphibians
(personal communication with Wieslaw Babik). The MHC-I
gene translocation event, from the original Class I subregion
to the eutherian Class I subregion, might have happened after
the split of eutherians, marsupials, and monotremes, about 161–
185 MYA. This translocation event included the entire MHC-I
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TABLE 4 The information about CD1 genes in Chinese alligator.

Gene name Classification/
Isotypes

Expression data
(transcriptome)

Detail information in the 2M contig

Location Direction

Alsi-CD1.1-1 Non-classical, CD1.1 Expressed in some tissues 98845 99974 Forward

Alsi-CD1.1-2 Classical, CD1.1 Expressed in all tissues 119928 122083 Forward

Alsi-CD1.1-3 Classical, CD1.1 Expressed in all tissues 176075 178729 Forward

Alsi-CD1.2-1 Non-classical, CD1.2 Expressed in some tissues 195439 198458 Reverse

Alsi-CD1.2-2 Classical, CD1.2 Expressed in all tissues 226266 228376 Reverse

CD1.3* Non-classical, CD1.3 Expressed in some tissues – – –

*CD1.3 is not found in this 2M contig.

FIGURE 7

Phylogenic evolution and expression of CD1.1 genes in the Chinese alligator. The significant clades are marked with different colors
(purple-CD1.1 and blue-CD1.2 and CD1.3). Explanatory notes are the same as in Figure 5. Stars on phylogenetic trees suggest bootstrap values
>0.7.

FIGURE 8

(A) The mechanism of polymorphism in antigen-presenting proteins. (a-1) An extreme model with paralogs from multiple loci, and each locus is
monomorphic. (a-2) An extreme model with all the alleles from one locus. (B) The causes of gene polymorphism in two aspects and the
speculated models for chicken and the Chinese alligator.
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genes, except antigen-presenting genes (Taps and Psmbs), so it is
common to find these antigen-presenting genes, which should
be part of the previous Class I region, in the Class II region in
eutherians (Shiina et al., 2017).

Secondly, inversion of a region of the Class II subregion
might have happened in reptiles and mammals. The differences
in the order of different regions in crocodile, X. laevis, and
chicken were reliable and proved using both BACs and long-
reads sequencing (Kaufman et al., 1999; Ohta et al., 2006). This
chromosome rearrangement resulted in Rxrb-Class I subregion-
Class II subregion-TNXB in crocodiles. Such an inversion event
has been found in cetaceans and ruminants, wherein the Class
II subregion was separated into two subregions, one with DR
and DQ loci and the other with non-classical genes (de Sá et al.,
2019).

Thirdly, all the lineages exhibited distinct features in gene
content and organization. Notably, we found a CD1 subregion
in the MHC core region of the Chinese alligator. CD1s are
considered a third family of antigen-presenting molecules and
originated from MHC-I in some stage of vertebrate evolution
(Yang et al., 2015). Yang et al. found CD1 gene numbers,
groups, and genomic locations in reptiles. In our study, two CD1
genes were found upstream of the Class I subregion, consistent
with the findings of (Yang et al., 2015) that CD1 genes are
linked to the MHC region and MHC paralogs region. We also
inferred that the compaction of avian MHC occurred after
the crocodilian-avian split (approximately 240 MYA) (Kumar
and Hedges, 1998). Each lineage also has varying degrees of
duplicated antigen-presenting genes, and the MHC-I and MHC-
IIB genes have undergone large-scale expansion in the Chinese
alligator, resulting in more than 10 MHC-I and MHC-IIB loci.
Longer intron length is one reason for gene expansion. It is
suggested that the mean length of MHC-I and MHC-IIB is about
five to six times and two to three times, respectively, greater in
saltwater crocodiles than in the fowl species (about 2 kb and
about 1.8 kb, respectively, on an average) (Jaratlerdsiri et al.,
2014a). These reports, including ours, provide opportunities to
investigate how the MHC function evolves in different genomic
landscapes and may challenge the functional importance of
conserving the MHC organization.

Evolutionary hypothesis of major
histocompatibility complex
polymorphism in this bottleneck
species

We also performed the first comprehensive analysis of
the loci of antigen-presenting genes of this lineage. Among
the predicted MHC-I and MHC-IIB loci, we proposed 15
functional MHC-I genes and 11 functional MHC-IIB genes
based on transcriptome files and RACE data. This thorough
understanding of MHC-I and MHC-IIB genes allowed us
to investigate Crocodylia phylogenetic relationships. Multiple

copies of MHC-I clustered into various clades, rather than all
together by species (Figure 5B), which might have originated
from different lineages of MHC-I genes. However, all the
published data in reptiles could not be clustered with clade
(Figure 3B), so it is unclear if I1 and I2 group MHC-I genes
are species-specific or newly found. For MHC-IIB genes, all the
sequences, except Sppu-IIB, were gathered by order (Figure 6B).
The study in tuatara suggested two lineages of Class II genes
in reptiles (Miller et al., 2015). SppuDBB (listed as Sppu-
IIB in Figure 6) in turtle and crocodile were in a separate
clade. However, sequences of the Chinese alligator were only
detected in the SppuDBB clade, and no clues of another clade
were obtained (Figure 6C). It can be inferred that one of the
ancient MHC-IIB lineages was missed in crocodiles, as some
lineages lost one of the two ancient avian MHC class IIB
(MHCIIB) lineages in birds (Goebel et al., 2017). Furthermore,
the phylogenetic clustering changed when compared with the
peptide region. The two significantly different clades of MHC-I
(Figure 5C) and MHC-IIB genes (Figure 6C) allow the Chinese
alligator to respond to different environmental pressures or
perform novel immune functions.

We took a population survey for MHC-I and MHC-
IIB genes in previous studies (Zhai et al., 2017; Han et al.,
2019). Unlike the various high alleles found in MHC-IIB in
Chinese alligator, only I1327 (Alsi-I7), I20 (Alsi-Iψ-BAC32),
and Beta1085 (Alsi-IIB11) were found all dimorphic: two alleles
at each locus (Zhai et al., 2017). All the alleles had a few
amino acid differences: three in Alsi-I7 exon 2, two in Alsi-
Iψ-BAC32 exon 3, and zero in Alsi-IIB11 exon 2 (the single
mutation did not cause any change in amino acid). These results
contradicted the diversifying selection reported previously (Liu
et al., 2007; Nie et al., 2013). The high polymorphism reported
by Liu et al. (2007) was caused by the amplification method with
conservative primers for multiple loci, which might consider
sequences from different loci as alleles. The usage of universal
primers could produce a lower than expected ds value, leading
to an elevated dN/dS ratio and thus giving “anomalous” results
(Miller and Lambert, 2004). With the prevalence of long-read
sequencing, this shortage of primers might be overcome.

Realizing that multiple loci may also be the primary source
of MHC polymorphism, we first proposed the hypothesis
of the “MHC antigen-presenting binding variability” model
(Figure 8), which included two aspects. First, the hundreds
or thousands of alleles are the main reason for MHC
polymorphism, and it is well-accepted in birds, especially
chickens, with only one major expressed MHC-I gene
(Kaufman, 2018). In another aspect, with the new findings
from this study, the multiple copies of MHC genes can also
enrich the diversity of antigens. In a simplistic scenario of
antigen-presenting binding variability, the polymorphism might
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have resulted from many alleles from one locus or paralogs
homologies from many duplicated loci. However, in reality, it
is hard to find these extreme examples, especially in a species
with multiple monomorphic loci. Our findings on the Chinese
alligator suggested that it is almost an extreme case and might
be related to its bottleneck event. In an individual, the co-
expression of multiple monomorphic loci is supposed to have
more antigen-presenting binding variability than the expression
of a single locus with many alleles. This might be part of the
magic key to the success of bottleneck populations. A similar
phenomenon was also found in crested ibis (Lan et al., 2019)
and Père David’s deer (Wan et al., 2011).

Conclusion

Taken together, our results indicate a delicate and unique
MHC architecture in the Chinese alligator. It presented adjacent
Class I and Class II subregions and a unique CD1 subregion.
The novel MHC architecture of reptiles filled the missing parts
of the MHC cluster’s evolution and inspired some constructive
ideas about gene rearrangement events. The sufficient data
also revealed both classical and non-classical genes, classified
as three groups of MHC-I genes and two groups of MHC-
IIB genes in this species. We can infer from these findings
that these highly duplicated antigen-presenting loci may have
contributed to MHC antigen-presenting binding variability in
this extinct population and helped this species to expand rapidly
in recent years.
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